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Is the mirror racist?
Interrogating the space of whiteness

Abstract This essay draws on a wide range of feminist, psychoanalytic
and other anti-racist theorists to work out the specific mode of space as
‘contained’ and the ways it grounds dominant contemporary forms of
racism i.e. the space of phallicized whiteness.

Offering a close reading of Lacan’s primary models for ego-formation,
the mirror stage and the inverted bouquet, I argue that psychoanalysis can
help us to map contemporary power relations of racism because it enacts
some of those very dynamics. Casting the production of subjectivity on the
field of the visual, Lacan performs some of the fundamental conceptions of
space and embodiment that ground the dominant forms of racism in these
cultural symbolics. Namely, he articulates a body that is bound by skin,
structured by a logic of containment, cathected through aggression and
distance, and read primarily through the way it looks – both how it appears
and how it beholds the appearances of other bodies. Unraveling this nexus
of power relations, I argue that a fundamental anti-racist strategy is to
interrupt, interrogate and re-deploy this interpellation of images.
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That invisibility to which I refer occurs because of a particular disposition
of the eyes of those with whom I come in contact. A matter of the con-
struction of their inner eyes, those eyes with which they look through their
physical eyes upon reality. (Ralph Ellison; Invisible Man)

In ‘Love Thy Neighbor? No, Thanks!’, Slavoj Žižek (1998) begins with
some general musings on the bad press that psychoanalytic approaches
to racism enjoy these days. Arguing against these critiques of ‘psycho-
logical reductionism’ and an ‘abstract-psychologistic approach’, Žižek
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persuades us – in his ever-entertaining ways – that the psychoanalytic
frame is exactly the lens that can diagnose the machinations of racism
in northern-western cultures and, in exposing their internal inconsis-
tencies, presumably help us to disrupt them. I agree with Žižek and with
much of the recent work in the intersections of psychoanalysis and race1

that the dynamics of psychoanalysis have much to offer to readings of
race and racism in contemporary settings of Eurocentric cultures –
particularly the dead-end, circular readings of social constructionism.2
However, I also suggest that these lenses of psychoanalysis have much
to tell us about white inhabitants of these cultural symbolics and, more
particularly, some of the silent assumptions about space and embodi-
ment that constitute that whiteness. Psychoanalysis may be an appro-
priate lens for diagnosing our cultural racism exactly because it enacts
some of the central dynamics which sediment that racism.

Of course, in carving out a space that I refer to as ‘our cultural
symbolic’, I am already at odds with most Lacanians’ understandings
of ‘the symbolic’. While I understand that Lacan was attempting to
unravel the structures of signification and dynamics of subjectivation
that occur within the symbolic, I wish to speak of this symbolic as an
historicized and particular phenomenon. Referring to ‘our cultural
symbolic’, I am referring more specifically to the symbolic that domi-
nates western culture and structures signifiers in a way to give dispro-
portionate and abusive power to some persons – some bodies – over
others. Following out Lacanian dynamics of signification and subjecti-
vation, I am reading ‘our cultural symbolic’ as a process that signifies
some bodies as more powerful, more valuable and more meaningful
than others – namely, for my focus here, those bodies that are signified
as white. Just as many feminists have already shown the ways that this
symbolic gives power to those bodies signified as ‘male’, I am arguing
that western-northern Europe and North America share a symbolic that
is phallic and, not coincidentally, white supremacist. This specific, his-
torico-cultural formation that enacts politics through its processes of
signification and subjectivation is what I refer to, speaking as an inhabi-
tant and effect of this formation, as ‘our cultural symbolic’.

In reading race through psychoanalysis, therefore, I wish to follow
not only Žižek’s suggestions, but also those of Frantz Fanon. Fanon
reads his place as a black man in a white world fundamentally through
psychoanalysis, which he frames as dominating the western psyche, both
culturally and individually. As Fanon describes his experiences and those
of his fellow colonized Antilleans, he shows how ‘the racial drama’
(Fanon, 1967: 150) that occurs when the black man comes into contact
with white culture is due, in part, to a clash of psychic developments.
For example, Fanon claims that the black familial constellation cannot
be mapped through the Oedipal complex; therefore, when the black
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man comes into contact with white culture, where authority can be read
through the Oedipal drama, a neurosis and conflict over authority occur
in the black psyche.3 He thus reads psychoanalytic models as both
describing and constituting western (Eurocentric) symbolics. And he
gains his critical distance from these models, a distance that is vital to
his survival and his sanity, through recognizing them as specific to
historical and cultural formations.

If we wish to interrupt the logics of racism that are embedded in
our white, Eurocentric cultural symbolic, perhaps we should follow
Fanon’s insights and begin interrogating that very model of psychic
development. That is, if the psychoanalytic model dominates our
cultural notions of authority, law, language and subjectivity, then
perhaps an interrogation of some of its logics will expose some of the
conceptions and dynamics endemic to forms of racism in our culture.
Specifically, I suggest that an interrogation of Lacan’s accounts of ego-
formation may expose some of the latent logics about space and
embodiment that undergird forms of white supremacist racism within
our culture.

Interrogating optics

To begin, I offer a fairly banal observation: we live in a culture obsessed
with and driven by images. The Nike slogan, ‘Image is everything’, cap-
tivates our faculties of judgment across the political spectrum. From the
religious right to the queerest left, this cultural fixation with images is
constantly read as indicating some state of grand transition – whether
towards further decadence or more excessive and celebratory ‘liber-
ation’. But I suggest that these judgments are, at best, superficial: they
operate on the faulty presupposition that this obsession with images is
something new. As we see in Lacan’s accounts of ego-formation as a
bodily experience, the field of signifiers that constitutes our cultural
symbolic – and thereby grounds our senses of authority and law – is
conjoined with the visual field in a relation that is framed as ontological.
From his insight into this connection, Lacan tells his interlocutors in the
1953–4 seminar, ‘I cannot urge you too strongly to a meditation on
optics’ (1988: 76). I wish to follow this suggestion, even if it may lead
us, with irony abounding, into one of Lacan’s central blind spots.

I am focusing on Lacan’s accounts of ego-formation, primarily in
his short essay on the mirror stage and his 1953–4 seminar, as exemp-
lary performances of the ocularcentric sensibilities and dynamics that
dominate our contemporary culture. My focus is on the role of optics
and optical metaphors in these discussions of ego-formation. In both his
early account of the mirror stage and the more complicated, later
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accounts of ‘the inverted bouquet’, Lacan relies over and over on the
dynamics of sight, images, refractions and reflections to give him the
tools to decipher processes of ego-formation and interplays between the
imaginary and the symbolic. An ontology of the visual seems to ground
his conceptions of ego-formation.

While this affords him provocative insights into the conjoining of
sight and speech (two senses and realms that, in appearing ontologically
separate, have caused much despair and bewilderment in the western
tradition, particularly in the 20th century), it may also betray the
historical and cultural specificity of his accounts as springing from an
ocularcentric and scopophilic culture – i.e. from a culture already struc-
tured by an obsession with images.4 And, while this offers great explana-
tory and therapeutic power to that culture, it can simultaneously enact
a violence against bodies both within and without that culture. If images
and the beholding of images – the styles, perspectives, rhythms, desires
of beholding images – constitute one of the fundamental poles struc-
turing the interplays between the imaginary and the symbolic, then one’s
significance within that cultural symbolic will likely be shaped and
informed by the way one looks – both how one appears and how one
beholds others’ appearances. This grounding in the visual field thus
issues into specific conceptions of space and embodiment – conceptions
that may have more than coincidental resonance with dominant forms
of racism in Eurocentric cultures, where political values are enacted on
the basis of how bodies look.5

Through this lens of optics, I am going to explore three aspects –
one epistemological, one semiotic and one psycho-ontological – of
Lacan’s accounts of ego-formation and their connections to race,
particularly in their conceptions of space and embodiment, in a phallic,
white supremacist symbolic.

Epistemologically, I argue that Lacan’s account of ego-formation is
an historically and culturally specific account that, in claiming itself uni-
versal, enacts its own whiteness (and maleness and heterosexuality, as
feminists have shown). Echoing Hortense Spillers’s argument that this
‘universal sound’ (Spillers, 1996: 87) of psychoanalysis is connected to
its disavowal of race and racism, I suggest that Lacan’s accounts, despite
their radical edges, continue to circulate within traditional forms of
western subjectivity – forms that hinge on implicit claims to universal-
ity.6 While much excellent work has been done to argue that psycho-
analysis is not ahistorical (Copjec, 1994; Lane, 1998; Žižek, 1989), I
argue that, in an appropriately Hegelian trace, Lacan’s discourse implies
a universal structure – even if it is within the dynamic of historical or
developmental change. There may be historicity and change in Lacan’s
discourse, but it always follows and claims a universal structure.
Working within this traditional landscape of universality, Lacan’s
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accounts have drawn on and assumed a certain amount of ideological
power that makes their explanatory power difficult to resist. However,
if they also enact – and sediment – a racism that poses as structurally
endemic to our cultural symbolic, then we must discover ways out of
and beyond Lacan’s accounts. This epistemological quandary around
universality is thus not separated from larger political and ontological
troubles.7

Semiotically, I perform a style of reading that allows what Maia
Boswell has called ‘an unnoticed politics of race’ (1999: 110) in Lacan’s
texts to surface. I argue that the omission of racial difference as a signifi-
cant factor from Lacan’s accounts of ego-formation gives us an exemp-
lary performance of how our white supremacist cultural symbolic
perpetuates its racism through the very omission of race.8 In his essay
on the mirror stage and the 1953–4 seminar, race is never mentioned.
Such omissions are often hallmarks of whiteness’s oblivion to race – an
oblivion that both supports the flourishing of white privilege and per-
petuates white supremacist racism. For Lacan, as I will argue, this
omission of race allows for an account of ego-formation that enacts con-
ceptions of space and embodiment which often undergird racist struc-
tures of politics, meaning and subjectivity. In giving no attention to the
ways that racial difference is signified in the processes of ego-formation,
Lacan enacts one of the central blind spots of a racist symbolic.9 What
occurs in Lacan’s accounts of ego-formation is thereby also one of the
most effective tools perpetuating racism – namely, the omission of race
from the field of signifiers.

Finally, as the larger psycho-ontological knot that reaches beyond
the scope of this single paper, I suggest that Lacan’s accounts may enact
the conceptions of space and embodiment that support the dominant
forms of racism found in our scopophilic culture. Interrogating Lacan’s
accounts, I generally ask whether ego-formation within an image-
centered culture necessarily breeds raced subjectivities – and thus a per-
vasive form of racism that we find in our own culture. If this is so, then
dislodging racism from its biologized and visual moorings is, as Stuart
Hall suggests, perhaps the most crucial, even if most difficult, strategy
of anti-racist politics (Hall, 1996b). Part of such a strategy may, further-
more, involve unhinging ourselves from the kinds of subjectivity that
Lacan’s accounts describe.

Bringing the prior epistemological question to bear on this psycho-
ontological concern, part of this strategy may involve dislodging Lacan’s
grip on ideas of ego-formation, and subsequently of subject-formation,
as a normative, prescriptive and ideologically interpellating one. We
need to interrogate the Lacanian reliance on optics insofar as it maps a
symbolic that seduces us culturally. As a culture, we are deeply invested
in the atomistic subjectivity that emerges from the Lacanian accounts
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of ego- and subject-formation. While Lacan conjoins this subjectivity
ontologically with aggression, it has historically also been conjoined
with white supremacist racism. If Lacan is correct and this atomistic,
aggressive subjectivity is also a racist one, then we need to interrupt,
interrogate and re-deploy this interpellation of images in which it is
grounded – both so that we can better use psychoanalysis through real-
izing its limits and, more generally, so that we can disrupt the white
supremacist symbolic that is grounded in the visual field. I hope this
essay is a move in that direction.

Embodying an ego in a scopophilic world

In his work on the mirror stage, Lacan begins to diagnose how our sub-
jectivity always already embodies cultural images. He locates the mirror
stage developmentally as preceding the infant’s entrance into language
and into the Oedipal complex. He argues that, between the ages of 6
months and 18 months, a fundamental transition occurs in the psychic
development of the infant. Through the discovery of his10 image
reflected in the mirror, the infant encounters his first dyad, which later
gets transcribed into the dyad of self–other. He thereby enters, through
a moment of primary alienation and ‘splitting’ that will mark the
entirety of his psychic life, the world of intersubjectivity. At the same
time, the infant enters into an ‘identification’, which Lacan defines as
‘the transformation that takes place in the subject when he assumes an
image’ (1977: 2; emphasis added). In a fundamental moment of both
recognition and misrecognition (méconnaissance), the infant sees
himself as both the subject before the mirror and the object reflected in
the mirror.11 This play between self and other initiates him into the
endless and simultaneous processes of identity-formation and identifi-
cation with the Other, the locus of the law in the symbolic field of sig-
nifiers.12 Thus, in a primary moment of both narcissism and alienation,
the infant takes his first step, in playing with the image of himself,
towards forming an identity – a meaningful identity, a culturally legible
identity.

Explicating these pre-verbal processes of identity-formation and
identification, Lacan quickly turns to the function of embodiment in this
emergence of the ego. He describes the infant’s discovery of his mirrored
image as the gathering of a fragmented sense of his body as ‘bits and
pieces’ into a sense of wholeness, the Gestalt (1977: 2). Relating the
infant for the first time to its external ‘reality’ (1977: 4), the mirrored
image bridges ‘the Innenwelt and Umwelt’ (1977: 4). The image gathers
the fragmented body, which the infant has experienced only as discrete
parts (e.g. as hunger in the stomach, as suckling of the mouth, as pain
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in a finger, as tickling of a foot), into a whole, cohesive body. Through
the recognition of his own image, the infant, according to Lacan, begins
to conceive of himself as a whole body and, consequently, begins to read
the outside world as also inhabited by other whole bodies: the infant
moves from an isolated awareness of discrete phenomena to a more
cohesive awareness of a whole environment, a larger space.

But this is not an empty space. Through his move from his frag-
mented Innenwelt to a cohesive Umwelt, the infant discovers an Umwelt
inhabited by other figures, other bodies. And he learns to read these
bodies through the only tool at his disposal – through the primary nar-
cissism of and splitting from his own image and the (often aggressive)
fantasy life that it spawns.

In an interesting nod towards scientific objectivity, Lacan elaborates
on the dynamics of this move into the Umwelt through references to
‘biological experimentation’ (1977: 3). Relying on a biological parallel
between birds, insects and humans, Lacan suggests that the infant’s
recognition of his own image as a Gestalt stimulates the infant’s
development as a social (and sexual, as he develops further in the
1953–4 seminar) being of a certain species, just as it does for the female
pigeon and the migratory locust. In recognizing himself, the infant
simultaneously recognizes a human being, a larger category to which he
belongs. Granted, this belonging will always be conflictual due to the
infant’s primary alienation and narcissism, but Lacan posits the for-
mation of an aggressive ego as the ontological status of the human ego.13

Without exploring the nuances of the content of the reflected image,
Lacan asserts that the infant’s sheer sight of his own image places him
in the – presumably universal and formal – social world of his species.
Or so Lacan – and his examples – would have it.

Seeing optical illusions

In fastening on the mirrored image as the site of primary identity-for-
mation and identification, Lacan frames the primary psychic sense of the
body – and, subsequently, of the self – as it is seen. Sight is what orders
the infantile sense of the self in the world. Sight, providing a doubled
spatial orientation that divides the inner world from the outer world and
the outer world from one’s body, gives an ordering principle to the infant’s
chaotic relation to the world and to himself. Sight allows the infant to
begin constructing a sense of himself as a self – a self with an interior that
is separate from other selves. Sight ushers the infant into the social world
of the Umwelt. Sight, the sense we might associate most with the imagin-
ary, grounds the infant’s corporeal relation to the realm of the symbolic,
the space of language. What thorny knots can we unravel here to grasp
the role of visibility in Lacan’s accounts of ego-formation?
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In his 1953–4 seminar, Lacan offers the model of the inverted bouquet
as ‘a substitute for the mirror stage’ (1988: 74) to articulate further the
relations between the real, the imaginary and the symbolic. Placing the
dynamics of ego-formation within the dynamics of optics, questions of
reflection, refraction, convergent rays and divergent rays give Lacan tools
‘to illustrate . . . what follows on from the strict intrication of the imagin-
ary world and the real world in the psychic economy’ (1988: 78). As he
develops this model and all its possible permutations, we begin to see that
the determining factor for whether one sees real or virtual images is the
position of the eye. If the eye is closer, farther, to the left or to the right
of the concave mirror, it will not behold the illusory image of the vase as
containing the inverted bouquet of flowers. The position of the eye deter-
mines whether one sees the illusion, which is, with an appropriate touch
of irony, itself an image of a ‘normal’ vase holding flowers.

Casting this model into the questions of ego-formation, Lacan
compares the imaginary vase containing the real bouquet of flowers –
which is an optical illusion – to the image of the body in the mirror
stage. The image of the body introduces the infant to imaginary space;
literally, the image he beholds is a virtual image that he sees where it is
not, in the mirror. It thereby allows the infant to distinguish between
his outer and inner worlds, spatializing him as a container (vase) that
contains his inner world (flowers).14 This image, which Lacan also calls
the Urbild, is thus what allows the ego to begin to develop and take on
its functions of distinguishing between inner and outer worlds and
between one’s self and others. As Lacan explains later in the seminar,
‘[t]his means that the human ego is founded on the basis of the imagin-
ary relation’ (1988: 115). The ego emerges on the plane of the 
imaginary through the infant’s beholding of his corporeal image, which
in turn forms the infant’s primary narcissism. But, again, what con-
ditions the possibility of this beholding?

Returning to Lacan’s development of the inverted bouquet model,
we find that he emphasizes that ‘[f]or there to be an illusion, for there
to be a world constituted . . . one condition must be fulfilled – as I have
said, the eye must be in a specific position’ (1988: 80). It must be in a
specific position physically, inside the cone of the concave mirror, and
psychically, ‘inside’ the symbolic – or, less metaphorically, positioned in
a space of legibility within the symbolic. As he continues and bares yet
further his resonances with classic western notions of subjectivity, Lacan
tells us flatly that ‘the eye is here, as so often, symbolic of the subject’
(1988: 80). He then goes on to explicate some of the implications
following on this model: 

It means that, in the relation of the imaginary and the real, and in the con-
stitution of the world such as results from it, everything relies on the
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position of the subject. And the position of the subject – you should know,
I’ve been repeating it for long enough – is essentially characterised by its
place in the symbolic world, in other words in the world of speech. (1988:
80)

It is thus through the interpellation of the symbolic that the imaginary
and real come to make sense. It is through the interpellation of the
symbolic that the infant beholds his image and begins to form his ego.
Consequently, the sort of ego (fragile, functional, volatile, porous,
impermeable) that an infant forms depends already on the space of the
symbolic that he inhabits. Moreover, the frame of spatiality for under-
standing this formation of the ego is one of containment: the ego
‘contains’ the subject’s inner life – interestingly, just as the body
‘contains’ the subject. Both, it seems, are optical illusions.

Contained bodies

We may now return to Lacan’s accounts of the mirror stage and ask
further about the nuances of the images that the infant beholds. Clearly,
this image of himself carries great significance in Lacan’s account of ego-
formation. But, asking in the voice of Ralph Ellison that initiated this
essay (not in the voice of a cognitive scientist), what is it that the infant
sees? Are we to assume that all human infants ‘see’ the same formal
image? Or, to grant Lacan some sense of his own historical location, are
we at least to assume that all human infants in the ‘overdeveloped
world’15 see the same formal image? 

Lacan appears to give this formal gaze some content when he
describes the experience of this stage ‘as a temporal dialectic that decis-
ively projects the formation of the individual into history’ (1977: 4).
This would seem to open Lacan’s account to the historical location and
cultural content – to the interpellation of the symbolic – of the images
reflected in the infant’s mirror. However, as we see in the remainder of
his discussion, this projection of the individual into history refers to the
newly formed ego’s temporal anticipation of fantasies and fears, which
seem to dominate the development of a primarily narcissistic, split and
aggressive ego. The projection of the individual into history refers to the
temporal complexity enacted by the individual’s fantasy life, not to the
historical location of the culturally coded – symbolic – images that are
reflected in the infant’s mirror play.

We are thus forced to ask that which Lacan’s account seems unable
to frame: what is it that the infant ‘sees’? What visual marker domi-
nates our cultural image of the body and allows the infant to behold his
image as an image of wholeness? What visual marker dominates our
symbolic’s signifying of the body? Just as blind spots often operate, the
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answer seems so obvious that it need not be stated: we see, with the
‘inner’ eyes of our cultural symbolic, a body bound by skin. The body
of the infant’s mirrored image is a flattened, two-dimensional mass that
is bound and contained by skin. This specific, epidermal image sets very
specific dynamics into play – between spaces, between persons, between
cultures. The body bound by skin, which Lacan fails to note as signifi-
cant, dominates the ways that we signify bodies in our cultural symbolic
fields. And, in what is more than a coincidence, it also enacts a primary
conception of space and embodiment that grounds some of our
symbolic’s contemporary forms of racism.

Unraveling the morphology of contained bodies 

If our primary identity is formed through an image of the body as bound
and contained by skin, a very specific kind of space is thereby enacted
in this mirror stage.16 Space is immediately structured through the
dynamics of containment and distance: the skin contains the body; the
body, now as a whole, contains identity; and the distance between
bodies, a distance structured by one’s placement in the symbolic, deter-
mines the relations between them.17 The crucial move from the infant’s
Innenwelt of ‘bits and pieces’ to his Umwelt of the Gestalt is made
possible by the gathering of his body into a whole – by the appearance
of his body as it is contained by its skin. It is this skin that gives the
body a strict boundary, thus setting it apart from the surrounding larger
space, which it begins to read as socially mapped rather than merely
‘empty’. It is in this setting apart from other ‘bodies’ that the infant
enters into the dynamics of his identity-formation and begins to develop
into a legible subject.18

While Lacan underscores the role of separation in his description of
the image as the first instance of alienation, he underestimates the role
that this distinction from other bodies and from the larger space plays
in this identity-formation. It is not only that the infant recognizes for
the first time that he lives in a whole body, but also that this whole body
is distinct from and separable from other whole bodies (particularly the
care-giving body). It is this distinction from other whole bodies that reg-
isters him as an ‘individual’ and thus as a meaningful identity within
our cultural symbolic. Distinction from the other plays a primary role
in our identity-formations, and a discrete body contained by skin allows
for such identification to occur.

Consequently, this space of containment plays into a space of
distance. In a quintessentially Cartesian grid of relations, it is the
distance between distinct bodies that both determines and depicts the
relations between bodies within our cultural symbolic. For example, as
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Sandra Bartky (among other feminists) has shown, the distance between
male and female bodies in contemporary work settings in North
America bespeaks the kinds of power-relations between these bodies.
(Bartky, 1988) When the infant grasps his image as a whole body that
is thereby distinct from other bodies, he thus enters the culturally struc-
tured space of intersubjectivity, where dynamics of distance define social
relations. Dynamics of distance, in fact, become a primary mapping of
power in the cultural symbolic.

Just as the ‘eye’ must be located ‘inside’ the symbolic to behold the
illusion of the vase as holding the flowers, so too the location of one’s
body – a body rendered legible through its container, skin – in the
symbolic is manifested in the distance it maintains vis-à-vis other bodies:
whether one sits with one’s legs sprawled or nicely closed, whether one
touches another during speech, whether one stands closer to or farther
from another, and – in perhaps the quintessential control of distance by
the visual – whether one engages the eyes of another. All of these
bespeak the subtle, bodily codings of power in a cultural symbolic.
Reading these codes properly can become a matter of security and
violence, of sanity and insanity, of life and death. And the ability to read
them depends on one’s location ‘inside’ the symbolic, which may itself
involve a process of finding, recognizing or even resigning oneself to
that location.

The power of wholeness

When the infant grasps his image as a whole body that is thereby distinct
from other bodies, he thus enters the cultural field of relations, which
operates not only through a dynamics of containment and distance, but
also through a dynamics of power – a power that is structured primarily
through mastery. The infant learns to move through the world as a
discrete and strictly contained mass, internalizing the cultural fact that
it is in being cohesively contained that one gains identity, subjectivity,
value and power. The space in-between bodies is accordingly read as
negative space – space awaiting the formative power of containment. It
is space in need of delimitation. Only a whole body can master this
negative space and contain it, delimiting and mapping the social
relations that obtain within it.19

To speak of whole bodies as those with cultural meaning and value
is thus to suggest that only bodies that are properly delimited can
function with authority in this symbolic. Bodies that exceed their bound-
aries, messy bodies with uncontrollable fluids,20 bodies with too much
passion or fire in the soul, all become bodies that are in need of control,
in need of proper limits. These excessive bodies need to contain them-
selves. They cannot function as separable individuals if they are not
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properly contained. They cannot function as valuable members of the
economy of atomistic relations if they are not properly delimited. But
how can a body that is not contained find the capacity to contain itself?
How can a body that is not whole shape itself into a whole body? The
double-bind of mastery, and its disembodied dynamic, thus assert them-
selves.

If it is only whole, contained bodies that can shape negative space
into mapped, socialized space, then it seems that the question of ‘whole-
ness’ has totalized the social, political space. That is, if only whole
bodies determine what bodies are whole (and thus valuable) and what
are not (and thus in need of control, by other bodies), then the claim
to wholeness is circular and self-edifying, if not tautologous: whole
bodies are the bodies that proclaim other bodies as not-whole – as
unlimited, uncontained, even unhinged. As a field of mastery, the logic
of containment totalizes the field of social relations through proclaim-
ing itself as the only – allegedly ontological – logic of embodiment
itself.21 To be contained and limited is the only way that bodies can
become proper individuals – or legible subjects.

The phallic field as the visual field: mastery in the register
of visibility

We may get a better sense of how this dynamic of mastery plays itself
out in the logic of containment if we return to the field that grounds
Lacan’s account – the field of the visual. And the structure that domi-
nates it – the phallus.

The logic of the phallus, which for Lacan becomes the law of the
symbolic that ‘speaks man’ (ça parle) or places him in his particular
location in the symbolic, is conjoined with the logic of the visual.22 As
I have developed elsewhere, Lacan reads the phallus as possessing the
power of the copula, elevating it to the signifier of signifiers. In the
language of traditional western metaphysics, the phallus becomes what
structures Being, and thus beings. In a play of embodiment, disembod-
iment and representation that itself exemplifies the functioning of the
phallus, Lacan reads the symbolic act of the logical copula through the
physical act of sexual copulation and thereby installs a particular
criterion as the indication of the power of the phallus: visibility.23 The
visual field becomes a primary arena in which the phallus shapes power
in the symbolic field – i.e. how bodies look correlates with how/where
they are located in the symbolic field.

Referring to the ancient rituals and frescoes of the Villa of Myster-
ies in Pompeii (1977: 285), however, Lacan reminds us that the veiling
and unveiling of the phallus assume mythical proportions. He thereby
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emphasizes that the phallus masters and controls – contains and shapes
– the visual field through itself remaining veiled. The phallus does not
function in the symbolic field directly or immediately. It must undergo
constant mediation to enact its desire – through language and its trans-
formation of an object into a signifier, through property, through the
exchange of women (as Irigaray develops) or through this very play of
visibility in the symbolic field it dominates. The phallus dominates and
shapes the modes of acceptable visibility through itself remaining veiled.
It is unseen.

The way bodies appear thus re-emerges as a primary mapping of
social power. Mastery in this dynamic of containment operates through
the control of visibility – a control that is exercised without touch,
without physical contact. The phallus determines the limitations of
bodies – how bodies are contained – through the kind of visibility that
they display. Only those ‘whole bodies’ simply appear. Only those whole
bodies are easily, clearly and distinctly seen simply as they are – as
human bodies (only coincidentally carrying power and value). Most
bodies (and the sheer disparity in numbers indicates the hegemony at
play here) have to locate themselves somewhere on the spectrum from
invisibility to hypervisibility. These are those out-of-control bodies, the
ones that cannot contain themselves and must heed the proper limits
and boundaries set out for them. Their submission to the limits enforced
by ‘whole bodies’ surfaces in the way they appear: to overstep one’s
boundaries is to look bad.

Out of this field of the visual as the field of social power, many
feminists and other anti-racist theorists have focused on the dynamics
of visibility as a primary site of mastery and domination – for both
sexual and racial differentiation.24

For example, much of the early work of Luce Irigaray exposes, in
a variety of ways, this function of the phallus and the constitutive roles
of vision, sight and visibility in the register of sexual (in)difference. As
she unveils (specifically in the Lacanian context and more broadly in
cultural contexts25), the cultural marking of bodies as powerful or
powerless turns on whether a body has or lacks the penile represen-
tation of the phallus, thus showing how the phallus structures a binary,
oppositional logic of sexual (in)difference. Lacking this visual marker,
femininity consequently vacillates between invisibility (‘the horror of
nothing to see’) (Irigaray, 1985b: 26) and hypervisibility (the beautiful
object on display for exchange), with no cultural power other than that
which she can siphon from the phallus by reflecting its image. A woman
is either to be paraded as a ‘trophy’, who is seen but not heard, or
shamed to utter absence, awaiting the phallic gaze of value to be cast
upon her.

As Gwen Bergner develops, ‘[v]ision is instrumental in producing
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both racial and sexual difference’ (1995: 79). In psychoanalytic terms,
masquerade, projection and representation all become the visual regis-
ters in which sexual and, less explicitly, racial differences are enacted.
The field of racialized signifiers thus also appears to function through
the domination of the phallus. A binary, oppositional logic of (in)differ-
ence accordingly ensues, which implies that the white supremacist
symbolic is grounded in anti-black racism.26 Race is thereby determined
by one’s proximity to either of the extremes, black or white, which
register in different modes of visibility: the white (phallic) extreme fades
into invisibility, while the other extreme is, assuming one is placed
appropriately inside the symbolic, easily seen.

A wide range of theorists of race consequently agree with Hortense
Spillers’s observation that ‘Africanity . . . [is] the essence of visibility’
(Spillers, 1996: 79).27 Without reducing race to skin color, Spillers’s
proclamation exposes the ways that black bodies – and by extension,
other raced bodies with other visual markers28 – will never simply
appear. To the contrary of ‘whole bodies’, black bodies produce a ‘visual
violence’ (Bergner, 1995: 79) in the phallic field of vision.

Historical examples of this dynamic proliferate. Ralph Ellison har-
rowingly describes the black man as the invisible man, never seen simply
as a human (Ellison, 1952). Frantz Fanon describes his experience of
embodying blackness as the process of whiteness writing upon his body:
‘below the corporeal schema, [sketching] a historico-racial schema . . .
[using] elements provided by the other, the white man, who had woven
me out of a thousand details, anecdotes, stories’ (1967: 111). Follow-
ing from her argument that ‘if being is seeing for the subject, then being
seen is the precise measure of existence for the object’ (1991: 28),
Patricia J. Williams goes on to write of the schizophrenic experiences of
utter invisibility as a black law student and paralyzing hypervisibility as
a black law professor.29 And the majority of work by bell hooks, an
extraordinary reader of visual culture, diagnoses this dangerous terrain
of visibility for black women in the USA, where black female bodies are
seen as alluring objects or the exotic Other, but never as simply other
humans (hooks, 1990, 1992, 1995). It is clear: the way raced bodies
look are certainly not in their own control.

Images of authority

The sexing and racing of bodies thus occurs primarily in the ways that
they appear – or, more exactly, fail to appear. And the ways that they
appear are dominated by the phallic field of representation. Bodies
appear as they are interpellated by the symbolic law. The functioning
of the phallus, and particularly the emergence and transmission of 
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authority, consequently become sites requiring further inquiry. To do so,
I return again to the site of ego-formation – the formation of that much
prized and needed container for the subject.

Referring to the ‘bits and pieces’ of the infant’s Innenwelt in Lacan’s
mirror stage, Fanon describes how, for the black male body, ‘the frag-
ments have been put together again by another self’ (1967: 109). His
image of his own body, a foundational site for his ego- and subject-for-
mation, is interpellated by the cultural symbolic in which it is located.
The black infant attempts to gather himself into a ‘whole body’, but can
see himself only as he is seen by the white racist world. Only by taking
on the limits and proper modes of visibility of the phallic field of white
supremacy can he cobble together an image of himself and form himself
into a functioning, legible subject. But what fragments does he see? The
stereotypes are all too easy to list: hypersexed, out of control, angry,
ignorant, violent, deaf and dumb, even a cannibal (Fanon, 1967: 120).
The black male body becomes legible by seeing the world and himself
from the proper location of his ‘eye’ inside the symbolic – in spaces of
inferiority. As Patricia J. Williams writes, ‘[B]lacks in a white society are
conditioned from infancy to see in themselves only what others, who
despise them, see’ (1991: 62).30

Whole bodies, which by now we can begin to read as white and
male bodies, are thus not the only legible subjects in the symbolic. Raced
and sexed bodies are certainly legible. Indeed, we might even say that
they are too legible, their legibility far preceding any actual act, speech,
even thought or desire. If the symbolic law ‘speaks man’, it speaks raced
and sexed bodies more loudly and with a deafening repetition – a rep-
etition that threatens paralysis of these bodies in any attempt to become
individuals.31 In a culture in which play before the television often
precedes any play before the mirror, this interpellation of the symbolic
assumes frightening proportions.

The symbolic thus speaks all of us, regulating our identity-
formations through the social mapping of power that is written across
our bodies. The very relation between the infant and his own image is
already interpellated by this symbolic and its figurations of authority.32

In a phallic white supremacist symbolic, this means that particular
bodies are always already coded as powerful and (most) others are not:
white male (heterosexual, middle-class, Protestant, etc.33) bodies carry
authority, which they ‘must’, dutifully perhaps, exert upon all those
other unruly bodies that are out of control. (US foreign policy and its
‘duty to make the world safe for democracy’ rings a little too loudly
here.) In Lacanian terms, the infant’s image of himself is interpellated
by the images of authority in the larger space of the symbolic. As 
Elizabeth Grosz explains, ‘the laws and prohibitions of the symbolic
field must be culturally represented or embodied for the child by some 
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authority figure’ (1990: 47). It is in learning to read these bodies of auth-
ority that the newly developing ego learns to read his proper location
in the symbolic field.34

The conjoining of sight and speech here takes on the racialized and
sexualized mapping of power that we have already seen in the dynamics
of visibility. Returning to the inverted bouquet, Lacan explains that ‘the
inclination of the plane mirror [must be] governed by the voice of the
other’ (1988: 140). It is the voice of authority that places the eye so that
it can see the desired optical illusion – of an ego containing a subject.
To become a legible subject in the symbolic, the infant must heed the
call of the voice of authority. While authority ranges far beyond any
strictly legalistic meaning for Lacan, it does connote a proper meaning,
a proper comportment and embodiment of culturally legible codes,
regulations, logics, rhythms, styles, systems and values. It certainly
means entering language through the proper grammar, the proper units
of meaning, the proper cadence and syntax and style of speech. It means
speaking in the proper voice.

Again, the sexing and racing of bodies emerge – this time in the
register of voices. The trophy wife is, just as good children are, seen but
not heard. The ‘male answer syndrome’ produces male students who
blurt answers to things they have never heard of and female students
who cannot speak their wisdom. Black, Latino and many immigrant
communities develop dialects that risk cultural illegibility in an effort to
shun white authority. It is only white male bodies whose voices are heard
clearly and distinctly, speaking in calm rationality even as they proclaim
bigotry and hatred.

Authority thus functions as an efficient closed economy, transmit-
ting like to like in exemplary performances of the Law of the Same. The
phallus is not just the phallus – it is a white phallus. Or, as Kalpana
Seshadri-Crooks develops through her reading of Mary Ellen
Goodman’s pioneering work on racial identification (Goodman, 1952),
wherein white 4-year-olds both readily identify as white and readily
dismiss the color of their own skin (fixated on the ‘color’ of black
children’s skin), ‘the discourse of whiteness can be said to function as a
condition of dominant subjectivity: it inserts the subject into the
symbolic order’ (Seshadri-Crooks, 1998: 358).

How is this the space of whiteness?

In White, Richard Dyer argues that whiteness in the modern world gains
its hegemonic power through its disembodiment. In ways that echo
masculinity and heterosexuality in the contemporary USA, whiteness
functions largely through its invisibility, through its disavowal of race
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itself: one is not white in the USA, one is just a person. Whiteness is not
a color, it is not a race; it is just human. It just is, as the history of
western metaphysics easily shows. And it is this invisibility that renders
whiteness ubiquitous, that renders it the universal signifier – the same
position that the phallus holds in Lacan’s account of the symbolic.

But at the core of this disavowal of race, whiteness operates as the
universal, unmarked signifier through its disavowal of embodiment
itself. Echoing Lacan’s phallus, whiteness functions through its remain-
ing veiled. And a primary site of this veiling is in its ontological denial
of embodiment itself. The body becomes, just as it is in Lacan’s accounts
of ego-formation in a phallic symbolic and just as it is in both maleness
and heterosexuality within that symbolic,35 an optical illusion. It is the
body that recognizes itself as an optical illusion that can subsequently
control the visual field, the field of optics. Other bodies are ‘too real’ –
too fleshy to recognize that the field of appearances, which is the field
of social power, is a game of optics. Other bodies’ ‘eyes’ have not inhab-
ited the ‘proper’ space of the symbolic that renders this recognition of
optical illusions possible.

Sketching the collusion of whiteness, maleness and heterosexuality,
Dyer draws this game of optics out in the specific register of represen-
tation. Invoking race and religion as signifying fields on which ‘white-
ness’ is constituted, he turns to the white ideal of masculinity, the figure
of Christ. As the savior of a religion fraught with somatophobia, Christ
represents that incomprehensible fusion of the divine and the human –
or the spirit and the body. As Dyer develops it, the principle of incar-
nation, which sets Christianity apart from other monotheistic religions,
is to be in the body but not of it – to suffer the temptations of the flesh
but always to transcend them into the purified realms of spirit. Christ
appears in the world as a body, but ultimately stands in a realm that
transcends it (inhabiting that space of the symbolic that affords the
recognition of optical illusions).

This tension between the flesh and the spirit, an exemplary Lacanian
splitting, is what distinguishes whiteness, maleness and heterosexuality
from their oppositional counterparts in the phallicized binary symbolic.
(And that there are only oppositional counterparts considered itself indi-
cates the power of the phallus in this symbolic field.) It is the special
attribute of whiteness and maleness, particularly as they come together
in white male heterosexuality, both to engage this struggle between flesh
and spirit, but also always to transcend the body in a successful con-
quering of the struggle. The white male appears in the body, but is not
ultimately captured or reducible to it – and hence never at fault or slan-
dered for submitting to it. (Kevin Spacey’s character in the 1999 hit,
American Beauty, along with the popularity of this film in the USA,
easily performs this.) And so, with several ironic twists of apparent
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embodiment and transcendence, the white male heterosexual body
disavows its own corporeality – its own particularity and specificity –
so that it can function as the universal signifier and appear as the con-
trolled, contained body. It recognizes its body as nothing more than an
optical illusion and, accordingly, transcends it into a realm of mastery
– of all bodies.

In this process of disembodiment, whiteness functions perfectly as
the phallus. For whiteness, the appearance of bodies – both how they
appear and that they are not ‘real’ – ensures the continued mastery of
the symbolic field. The white straight male body appears as the ‘normal’
body – without marking, without distinction, perfectly contained and,
subsequently, in power. The logic of space and embodiment that insists
upon reading bodies as bound by skin not only puts the visual markings
of race and sex fully into play, but also perpetuates the logic of con-
tainment in which whiteness itself, as that which is perfectly contained
exactly because it is not a body, thrives. Controlling its optical illusion
as the body that is perfectly contained, whiteness is never where it
appears: it is somewhere else, veiled beyond capture.

Disabusing whiteness of its universality

Despite Lacan’s claims, both implicit and explicit, to universality, the
general trajectory of this essay suggests that there is a crucial spin of
historicity in these structural accounts of the phallic symbolic. The
historical specificity of psychoanalytic discourse emerges, interestingly,
through contact with dynamics of racial formation. It is in its inability
to account for – or its sheer omission of – race that psychoanalysis
betrays the socio-historical moorings of its alleged and often intractable
claims of universality.

I have argued that psychoanalysis necessarily disavows race as a
dynamic constitutive of subject-formation because of its own funda-
mental whiteness. However, I also want to emphasize that this accord-
ingly opens both psychoanalysis and whiteness up to the vicissitudes of
historical formations. Disavowing them of their constitutive disavowals
will disrupt not only their general hegemonic power, but also their more
specific claims to ontological, universal accounts of human experience.
It will, in short, open us up to a symbolic in which multiple subject
positions are possible, in which there are many places and ways for an
‘eye’ to behold ‘reality’.

Things change and differ, non-oppositionally, across space and time.
Much of the very material I have discussed here need not be tethered to
the universal register in which whiteness writes it. The figure of Christ
is not always deployed as this whitened ideal that Dyer diagnoses as
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dominating Eurocentric cultures; not all cultures operate on a sense of
embodiment grounded in bodies bound by skin; and perhaps even
aggression is not the only possible register of ego-formation. In short,
the visual field need not be dominated by the phallus. And the ‘universal
sound’ of Lacanian accounts may, thankfully, be yet another illusion.

If it is a game of optics, a hall of mirrors rather than a singular
mirror, that structures the symbolic space, the possibilities of locations
from which to grasp the optical illusion proliferate and multiply. Bodies
no longer appear as nicely contained, discrete entities of autonomy
bound by skin, and space is no longer read through the logics of con-
tainment and delimitation. It may be in disabusing our symbolic of these
fundamental conceptions that we can further unhinge the hegemony of
whiteness.

Department of Religion and Philosophy,
Southwestern University, Georgetown, TX, USA

Notes

1 An exciting and burgeoning line of inquiry has clearly emerged along this
intersection since, roughly, the early 1990s. A sampling of such work
includes Abel, Christian and Moglen, 1997; Fuss, 1995; Gilman, 1993;
Johnson, 1998; Lane, 1998; Pellegrini, 1997; Seshadri-Crooks, 2000;
Spillers, 1996; and Walton, 1995.

2 Psychoanalytic theory gives us tools to answer that which these social
constructionist approaches always assume but never account for: how race
attaches to individual bodies and psyches (the imaginary), while simul-
taneously operating through a trans-social logic (the symbolic). It allows us
to articulate both how race is historically and socially constructed and how
it is individually embodied. In short, if it is through the embodiment of race
that racism works, then the conception that race is socially constructed is,
in its inability to articulate the complex processes of embodiment, insuffici-
ent to diagnose the mechanisms and structures of racism. As Hortense
Spillers frames this issue, the signifier ‘race’ constantly traverses the bound-
aries of the ‘private’ and the ‘public’ (see Spillers, 1996: 78–88) – and
psychoanalytic theory also attempts to cross these boundaries and account
for such crossings (through accounting for the delineation of such bound-
aries). See particularly Seshadri-Crooks, 1998, for an incisive argument that
mere social constructionism actually lends itself all too easily to conserva-
tive views of voluntarism. See also Gordon, 1997: 47–8, for a discussion
from an existentialist-phenomenological perspective of the inadequacies of
social construction to account for any agency.

3 Arguing ‘that neurosis is not a basic element of human reality’, Fanon
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writes: ‘Like it or not, the Oedipus complex is far from coming into being
among Negroes’ (1967: 151–2). A robust dialogue has developed around
Fanon’s texts in the last several years. Both Spillers (1996) and Vergès
(1997) disagree with this claim and argue that it exposes inconsistencies and
conflicts in Fanon’s own subject position as a ‘French Negro’ who wants to
posit a clear separation between ‘white’ and ‘black’ culture. For more
sympathetic readings of Fanon’s deployments of psychoanalytic discourse
as disrupting colonial dynamics, see Bhabha, 1990; Fuss, 1995: chapter 5;
and Hall, 1996a. See also Bergner, 1995, for the argument that Fanon’s
ambivalent relation to white culture may be a function of his ambivalent
relation to white masculinity and the phallus, rather than simply to
whiteness; I return to this issue of the phallus as white later in the essay.
Generally, while Fanon is focusing on the colonial context, I am importing
some of his observations on race and psychic development into the multi-
racial settings of contemporary northern-western Europe and North
America, where I am arguing that a white, racist symbolic dominates the
conceptual and intersubjective universe – and thus all subject-formations
within it.

4 As were the majority of European intellectuals in the early 20th century,
Lacan was influenced by Surrealism, and particularly Dali, early in his
career. See Roudinesco (1997) for a detailed account of this relation.
Roudinesco also offers the odd biographical detail that Lacan gave his
daughter Caroline, born in 1937 while he was writing the lecture that
would come to be ‘The Mirror Stage’, the (officially noted) nickname,
‘Image’ (1997: 137).

5 For a provocative discussion of race signifiers as grounded in the visual from
a Lacanian perspective, see Seshadri-Crooks (2000).

6 More specifically, Spillers argues that, in yet another twist of racist logic,
Freud disavows any ‘cultural uniqueness’ of his theories to evade the anti-
Semitic impulses of his era.

7 Interrogating psychoanalysis’s claims to universality has been a central site
for several theorists attempting both to use and to limit psychoanalysis for
discussions of racialized subjectivity. The questions emerge in several ways.
On the one hand, several theorists have troubled the unquestioned reliance
on sexual difference as a fundamental principle structuring subject-
formation – both separate from and ontologically prior to racial and other
differences. More broadly, theorists have also argued, as I am, that the
central hesitancy of psychoanalysis to turn towards racial difference is itself
an instance of its historico-cultural specificity and has produced ‘a
hegemonic silence on the issue of race’ (Walton, 1995: 780). For both of
these, see Seshadri-Crooks (1998 and 2000) and Walton (1995). Walton
gives a brief historical genealogy of the resistance to turning to race within
psychoanalytic theory, tracing it all the way back to the conflict between
Bronislaw Malinowski and Ernest Jones in 1928.

8 Boswell actually argues that race operates in Lacan’s text of ‘The Agency
of the Letter’ at the margin of the symbolic, thereby providing a productive
site of interrogation. While her argument, which relies on a reading of Toni
Morrison’s Sula, is persuasive for the function of materiality in Lacan’s
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accounts of signification (her focus), it does not – despite several references
to mirror images – problematize the role of the visual in this racializing
symbolic.

9 Contemporary scholarship already offers us many examples of race func-
tioning in these ways. Charles Mills argues in The Racial Contract (1997)
that classic social contract theory (from Hobbes and Locke to Rousseau and
Kant) operates through the disavowal of its racialized and racist concep-
tions of equality, thus allowing the social contract to function, through the
guise of an unbiased, democratic ideal, as a primary tool for cultural
imperialism, economic exploitation and racial genocide. Similarly, Paul
Gilroy argues in The Black Atlantic (1993a) and Small Acts (1993b) that
race functions as a disavowed but steadfastly necessary condition for British
cultural and economic imperialism. For similar approaches, from very
different directions, see also the work of Dyer (1997), Goldberg (1993),
Gordon (1997), Oliver (2001), and Willett (1995), among others. Finally,
Walton (1995) argues that white feminists have re-enacted this blind spot
of psychoanalysis in their resistance to theorizing the racial domain as white
(see Walton, 1995: 799–804).

10 As the work of Braidotti (1991), Grosz (1990) and Irigaray (1985a) shows,
Lacan gives an account of the ego-formation of a male infant – despite, or
perhaps in step with, his claims to universality.

11 Certainly, much ink has already been spilled on the ways that this self-
splitting in the mirror stage ushers the infant into the intersubjective field
of desire and aggression. For insightful discussions, with various emphases,
of these processes of development, see the following: on self-splitting and
the social ego: Grosz, 1990: 28–49, Ferrell, 1996: 67–72 and Oliver, 1993:
37; on the missed role of the caregiver, Willett, 1995: 63–8; on the connec-
tions between narcissism and aggression, Brennan, 1993: 39–49. See Oliver,
2001: chapter 8, for a recent account that takes up the role of race in this
process of self-splitting and ego-formation and questions the notion of
vision, as operating in empty space, that functions within it.

12 It is of course crucial to distinguish between the other (small o), who is
embodied by a living person, and the Other (capital O), whom this other is
always representing. As Elizabeth Grosz explains, ‘the Other is not a person
but a place, the locus of law, language, and the symbolic’ (1990: 67).
Aggression against the other emerges primarily out of the frustrated desire
for the Other that can never be sated by a human relation to the other. This
dynamic suggests that this forming ego is ontologically aggressive.

13 See Lacan’s essay, ‘Aggressivity in Psychoanalysis’, for further elaboration
of the connections between narcissism and aggression and of the ontological
status that both assume within his theory (Lacan, 1977).

14 Luce Irigaray reads western, phallic conceptions of space as trapped in this
‘logic of containment’, which, in An Ethics of Sexual Difference (Irigaray,
1993), she locates in Aristotle’s Physics. In the larger project of which this
essay is one part, I trace this logic of containment as a logic of limits that
sediments phallic notions of both sexual and racial difference – notions that
Irigaray herself does not escape. In an attempt to exceed those conceptions, I
turn to the work of Georges Bataille on general economy. (See Bataille, 1991.)
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15 See Gilroy (1993a) for the wonderful deployment of this term to refer to
industrialized nations and thereby destabilize the common rhetoric of
referring to non-European nations as ‘underdeveloped’.

16 I am grateful to Casey Bledsoe for much of the following discussion on the
space of discrete bodies bound by skin. (See Bledsoe, 1997.)

17 Distance is a necessary condition and dynamic for the very functioning of
the symbolic. See Žižek (1998) for an incisive discussion of the ways that
the symbolic functions only through its distance from the fantasmatic
frame, which in turn provides the distance from the Other that is necessary
to incur violence against it.

18 Not all cultures operate on this conception of embodiment grounded in
bodies bound by skin. In grossly general terms, South Asian and Chinese
cultures, along with growing practices of ‘alternative healing’ in the USA
and Great Britain, conceive of the body in dynamics of energy, rather than
containment.

19 Structured by such a space, the aggressive ego spawned by the sight of his
own image now finds its proper home in this space of containment,
distance, power – and mastery. While in his essay ‘Aggressivity in Psycho-
analysis’ Lacan interestingly develops the role that space plays in aggres-
sion, he never theorizes it in terms of a social mapping of that space.
Recognizing that ‘the individual’s relation to a particular spatial field is, in
certain species, mapped socially’ (1977: 27), he does not read the develop-
mental space of the mirror stage as interpellated by any such social
mapping.

20 As the work of Irigaray shows, our phallocentric symbolic cannot tolerate
‘messy’ bodies. (Irigaray, 1985a, 1985b). For a provocative reading of the
ways in which this demand for tightly sealed bodies affects masculinity and
its sexuality, see ‘Sexed Bodies’ in Grosz (1989).

21 This dynamic of one logic totalizing a field of social relations is exemplary
of the ways that Georges Bataille diagnoses the machinations of closed
economies. If phallocentrism is a closed economy, then there is great hope
for developing other sorts of, perhaps even general, economies. (See
Bataille, 1991.)

22 See Lacan, 1977: ‘The Signification of the Phallus’. The phallus and the
visual do not seem to be ontologically connected: although the phallus
works itself out in the visual, the visual need not be dominated by the
phallus. Unfortunately, the arguments for this claim exceed the scope of this
essay.

23 For a much closer, more detailed reading of Lacan’s interpolation of
Hegelian metaphysics through the figure of the phallus and the central role
of the visual, see Winnubst (1999).

24 I am focusing primarily on racial difference in this essay because so much
work has already been done on sexual difference and psychoanalysis. I do
not want to imply that the two are separable, as should be clearer later in
the essay. The ways that they intersect and deflect one another is a funda-
mental site in need of disruption. For compelling readings of these inter-
sections, see Bergner (1995), Boswell (1999) and Dyer (1997).

25 As this paper is itself arguing, the two seem to be mutually constitutive.
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26 This remains a controversial and much debated claim. For a concise
argument, see Gordon, 1997: 5. For a more prolonged discussion of the ways
that whiteness functions as a master signifier and thereby structures racial
differentiation through a white–black polarity, see Seshadri-Crooks (2000).

27 In addition to those enumerated below, see Bhabha (1990), Hall (1996b),
Mills (1997), Oliver (2001), and Wright (1966) for readings of race as
primarily registered through sensibilities of vision.

28 The semiotic flexibility of race plays differently across different bodies.
Thus, for example, it might be racist stereotypes such as ‘the Jewish nose’
or ‘Latina hair’ or ‘Asian eyes’ that signify race differently from sheer skin
color. The argument here, however, is that visual markers continue to
signify race and are grounded in the white–black duality, and where one
falls in that spectrum determines the kind of racism one may experience.

29 The dynamics of visibility play across the essays in The Alchemy of Race
and Rights: Diary of a Law Professor, but see particularly ‘Teleology on
the Rocks’.

30 For a compelling account of the ways that Lacan’s texts account for this
position of ‘being interpellated into the system, not as a people, but as things
(slaves), animals’ (see Boswell, 1988: 121), see Boswell (1999).

31 I am relying on Judith Butler’s work on cultural legibility and the practices of
repetitive iteration for subject-formation here. See Butler (1989 and 1993).

32 For an excellent study of the ways our ‘imaginary bodies’ constitute, rather
than reflect, social relations, see Gatens (1996: especially chapter 5).

33 As Judith Butler has argued, this embarrassing and exasperating ‘etc.’ can
be read not as the totalizing logic of the phallus, but as the limitless horizon
of signification in which the phallus works, yet in which it can also be
disrupted. See Butler (1989: 143).

34 Parenting thus becomes one of the primary sites through which images –
and thus realities – of authority are transmitted. Inter-racial parenting, as
an enactment of authority that differs racially (both from the larger cultural
images of authority and within the family itself), becomes a possible site of
disruption of white authority.

35 Bringing feminists’ work on phallic subjectivity as a site of disembodiment
together with Dyer’s reading of whiteness, we begin to see how disem-
bodiment empowers whiteness in ways that echo maleness and hetero-
sexuality in the contemporary US symbolic. Maleness and heterosexuality
also operate through erasing themselves as anything particular, parading
(silently, invisibly) as the universal, as the norm, as ‘natural’. For an incisive
discussion of disembodiment as the figuration of the phallicized male body,
see Butler (1993: 48–9).
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